Numbers grow on Boroondara path network
but not all are for the same reasons
Counts data from VicRoads counter loops on Boroondara path network

Anniversary Trail has a loop
approx 100m south of Whitehorse Rd

All paths are showing large increases over the 2006-2007 period in Commuter numbers.
This is a Melbourne wide phenomena but more so on the paths with better connectivity and access.
Gardiners Creek path is consistently the busiest commuter path in Melbourne and has experienced
a phenomonal 65% growth. Weekend recreational rider numbers have enjoyed a modest 5% growth.
This growth pattern changes across the network.
The average commuter trip is 12km
(BV Ride2Work data from 10,000+ respondents surveyed),
so rider patterns change as you move further away from the CBD toward the outer reachs of this distance.
Whislt the CBD is not the only commuter destination , it far outweighs other activity centres in terms of trips
generated.
Inner areas will experience higher commuter numbers
IE Gardiners Ck SouthWest Boroondara refer Chart 1
Main Yarra Trail North West Boroondara
‘Middle’ areas experience an equal rate of riders on weekdays versus weekends,
IE Gardiners Creek @ Estella St. South East Boroondara – refer Chart 2.
As you look further out Weekend recreatonal riders will generally represent the larger numbers.
IE Koonung Path @ Clifton St North East Boroondara – refer Chart 5
The Anniversary Trail also experiences higher weekend recreational numbers, due mainly to its ‘crosstown’ directional nature. Commuters may use sections of it to get to work, but as a length usage will be dictated
purely by origin and destination of rider – refer Chart 3
The Anniversary Trail has a second counter. This location currently sees low numbers, due largely to the fact
that it takes riders over the narrow and poorly connected Chandler Bridge. Many riders will take the diversion
toward the Kilby Rd underpass at the Billabong to avoid the bridge and narrow – refer Chart 4
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